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QUESTION 1

A company has an application that customers use to search for records on a website. The application\\'s data is stored
in an Amazon Aurora DB cluster. The application\\'s usage varies by season and by day of the week. 

The website\\'s popularity is increasing, and the website is experiencing slower performance because of increased load
on the DB cluster during periods of peak activity. The application logs show that the performance issues occur when
users are searching for information. The same search is rarely performed multiple times. 

A SysOps administrator must improve the performance of the platform by using a solution that maximizes resource
efficiency. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Deploy an Amazon ElastiCache for Redis cluster in front of the DB cluster. Modify the application to check the cache
before the application issues new queries to the database. Add the results of any queries to the cache. 

B. Deploy an Aurora Replica for the DB cluster. Modify the application to use the reader endpoint for search operations.
Use Aurora Auto Scaling to scale the number of replicas based on load. Most Voted 

C. Use Provisioned IOPS on the storage volumes that support the DB cluster to improve performance sufficiently to
support the peak load on the application. 

D. Increase the instance size in the DB cluster to a size that is sufficient to support the peak load on the application. Use
Aurora Auto Scaling to scale the instance size based on load. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.amazonaws.cn/en_us/AmazonRDS/latest/AuroraUserGuide/aurora-replicas- adding.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A large company is using AWS Organizations to manage its multi-account AWS environment. According to company
policy, all users should have read-level access to a particular Amazon S3 bucket in a central account. The S3 bucket
data should not be available outside the organization. A SysOps administrator must set up the permissions and add a
bucket policy to the S3 bucket. 

Which parameters should be specified to accomplish this in the MOST efficient manner? 

A. Specify "\\' as the principal and PrincipalOrgld as a condition. 

B. Specify all account numbers as the principal. 

C. Specify PrincipalOrgld as the principal. 

D. Specify the organization\\'s management account as the principal. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/control-access-to-aws-resources-by- using-the-aws-organization-of-
iam-principals/ 
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QUESTION 3

A company\\'s application currently uses an IAM role that allows all access to all AWS services. A SysOps administrator
must ensure that the company\\'s IAM policies allow only the permissions that the application requires. 

How can the SysOps administrator create a policy to meet this requirement? 

A. Turn on AWS CloudTrail. Generate a policy by using AWS Security Hub. 

B. Turn on Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events). Generate a policy by using AWS Identity and Access
Management Access Analyzer. 

C. Use the AWS CLI to run the get-generated-policy command in AWS Identity and Access Management Access
Analyzer. 

D. Turn on AWS CloudTrail. Generate a policy by using AWS Identity and Access Management Access Analyzer. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Generate a policy by using AWS Identity and Access Management Access Analyzer. AWS CloudTrail is a
service that records all API calls made on your account. You can use this data to generate a policy with AWS Identity
and Access Management Access Analyzer that only allows the permissions that the application requires. This will
ensure that the application only has the necessary permissions and will protect the company from any unauthorized
access. https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/what-is-access-analyzer.html#what-is- access-analyzer-
policy-generation 

 

QUESTION 4

A company is managing multiple AWS accounts in AWS Organizations. The company is reviewing internal security of its
AWS environment. The company\\'s security administrator has their own AWS account and wants to review the VPC
configuration of developer AWS accounts. 

Which solution will meet these requirements in the MOST secure manner? 

A. Create an IAM policy in each developer account that has read-only access related to VPC resources Assign the
policy to an IAM user. Share the user credentials with the security administrator. 

B. Create an IAM policy in each developer account that has administrator access to all Amazon EC2 actions, including
VPC actions. Assign the policy to an IAM user. Share the user credentials with the security administrator. 

C. Create an IAM policy in each developer account that has administrator access related to VPC resources. Assign the
policy to a cross-account IAM role. Ask the security administrator to assume the role from their account. 

D. Create an IAM policy in each developer account that has read-only access related to VPC resources Assign the
policy to a cross-account IAM role Ask the security administrator to assume the role from their account. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A company plans to launch a static website on its domain example com and subdomain www example.com using
Amazon S3. How should the SysOps administrator meet this requirement? 
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A. Create one S3 bucket named example.com for both the domain and subdomain. 

B. Create one S3 bucket with a wildcard named \\'.example.com tor both the domain and subdomain. 

C. Create two S3 buckets named example.com and www.exdmpte.com. Configure the subdomain bucket to redirect
requests to the domain bucket. 

D. Create two S3 buckets named http//example.com and http//" exampte.com. Configure the wildcard (\\') bucket to
redirect requests to the domain bucket. 

Correct Answer: C 
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